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Daimer Unveils Auto Detailing Steam Car Wash Machine With Fifteen Times
More Pressure Than Vapor Steam Cleaner Equipment

Powerful auto detailing machines simplify time-consuming and labor-intensive exterior car
cleaning applications for any serious car wash professional. New steam pressure washers are
specifically designed car detailing and cleaning cars more effectively than vapor steam
cleaners.

Woburn, MA (PRWEB) January 05, 2013 -- Daimer Industries, Inc.®, the global leading American brand of
portable car wash and other industrial cleaner equipment, including durable carpet steam cleaner systems,
popular steam car wash machines, a variety of industrial floor cleaning machines, and hundreds of different
models sold to customers spanning over 240 nations worldwide, is now marketing the Super Max™ 6120SCW
to auto detailers and car dealers seeking better alternatives than extremely low moisture vapor steam cleaners.
The 6120SCW is low flow auto detailing equipment tailored for car cleaning applications.

“Vehicles demand extra effort and time when it comes to cleaning in a way to create the best possible results.
Eliminating tough deposits of brake dust, mud, grease, oil, and tree sap on exteriors is one of the hardest jobs
that professionals involved in car detailing business face on a daily basis,” says Matthew Baratta, spokesperson
of Daimer Industries, Inc.®. “Daimer® is excited to offer the Super Max™ 6120SCW, a powerful steam
cleaning machine designed specifically to meet the needs of those in the car detailing business. Detailing pros
can finally utilize equipment that will save time and allow them to maximize productivity and earnings.”

The Super Max™ 6120SCW is an advanced version of car pressure washing equipment that expertly combines
the steam temperatures of steam cleaners with the higher pressure levels offered by pressure washers to create
the best car wash equipment for industrial and commercial vehicle detailing applications.

About three-fourths of the time needed to maintain a car is spent on cleaning the exterior surfaces. Almost
eighty percent of auto detailing professionals regularly resort to harsh chemicals and rigorous scrubbing to
eliminate tough deposits from glass surfaces. Although the car cleaning experts are aware, in most cases, that
excessive scrubbing and certain chemicals can damage vehicle exteriors, the stubborn nature of grease and dirt
deposits often necessitates the use of such products and techniques.

Using Daimer®’s Super Max™ 6120SCW enables auto detailing professionals to avoid spending too much
time manually removing dirt and other residues from car exteriors. More intense physical labor results in
greater operator fatigue. The very best car wash equipment will maximize productivity while allowing the users
to clean without the strain associated with inferior car cleaning methods.

The company's car pressure washing equipment creates temperatures as high as 250ºF with a very low flow rate
of 0.5 gpm, and a pressure level of 1000 psi to help powerfully, yet gently dissolve and wash away the toughest
deposits easily and effectively.

The Super Max™ 6120SCW is a uniquely-configured electric pressure washer and car wash system in one,
blending an optimum flow rate, pressure level, and temperature to help ensure superior cleaning results without
posing any risk of damage to the vehicle surfaces. When compared to conventional cold water pressure washers
or vapor system based steam car wash machines, the functions of which are limited to cleaning only a limited
number of surfaces, the Super Max™ 6120SCW helps maintain almost all vehicle surfaces including tires,
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wheels, glass, engines, and more with ease.

Composed of chemical/chip resistant, powder-coated steel, the Super Max™ 6120SCW is rugged and durable
enough to withstand rough use in car wash centers as well as in vans or trucks when used as mobile car wash
equipment. The versatility exhibited by the Super Max™ 6120SCW is unlike other technologies in the car
detailing industry. The vehicle detailing system provides engine compartment maintenance and snow melting
on the car surfaces. The electric-powered, propane-heated version is an asset to any vehicle detailing business.

In order to take the cleaning services of car wash services to the next level, the Super Max™ 6120SCW comes
with an assortment of accessories including a trigger wand, steam nozzle, and a 25 feet long high pressure
steam hose. Longer hoses can be purchased with quick disconnections to allow users to extend hoses to greater
lengths. Buyers can also upgrade the hose length from the machine to the wand to 50 feet or longer.

For Additional Information:

Visit Daimer Industries, Inc.®'s website, or call Matthew Baratta at (888) 507-2220 for more details about the
Super Max™ 6120SCW. These steam power washers are exported to most countries worldwide.

About Daimer Industries, Inc.®:

Daimer Industries, Inc.® is the leading supplier of world-class cleaning equipment exceeding 700 models,
including vapor-maximized steam cleaners, professional floor cleaning machines, industrial pressure wash
systems, portable carpet cleaners, van truck mount carpet cleaners, and other technologies designed for a range
of applications and industries.
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Contact Information
Matthew Baratta
Daimer Industries Inc
http://www.daimer.com
888-507-2220

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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